Hire charges, letting and protection policies are
posted on the web site.

All principal rooms are on the ground floor
and there are no steps outside or inside.
There are toilets adapted for disabled use.
Limited unrestricted on-street parking.
Access by public transport, bicycle, or
walking recommended.
Guide dogs welcome.

Loop system installed in each room.

E: Exit/ Entrance

All enquiries about activities to the group organisers
listed in the insert.
For queries about hire charges, bookings and facilities contact:
bookstaugustines@churchatcastle.org or telephone
on 01223 364929
For queries about church services please see
www.churchatcastle.org and for baptisms, weddings and funerals
please contact the Parish Office 01223 315000.

                   
                       

http://stas.org.uk
www.churchatcastle.org
bookstaugustines@churchatcastle.org



St Augustine’s was built in 1898 to serve the expanding
population in this part of the city, as a school during the
week and as a church on Sundays. St Augustine’s
continues to serve its community as a church and has
undergone extensive refurbishment and redevelopment
so that it is now a contemporary, flexible and
multi-purpose building available for hire by local
community groups and for social events.

The main hall (the Canterbury Hall) measures 12m x
7.5m (minimum) and is a large multi-purpose room with
a fully equipped kitchen, ideal for children’s parties,
dances and ceilidhs, concerts and meetings for up to
100 people. A wall-mounted projector and screen are
also available, together with coloured spot lights for
special occasions.

The insert with this leaflet and the web sites (front
cover) show an up to date list of community groups
using the facilities on a regular basis. Special events
are publicised separately.

There are 2 smaller meeting rooms, and a front
entrance lobby/cafe:

The Oxford Room – 8m x 5m with tea making facilities
and access to a small galley kitchen, suitable for
meetings of up to 30 people. There is a wall mounted
screen and projector available, and a white board for
general use.

Facilities include: a large central hall (which can be
enlarged when screens are withdrawn); two smaller
meeting rooms both newly decorated; a large
well-equipped kitchen; an additional galley kitchen; a
front lobby with café style tables; and toilets with
changing facilities and access for people with
disabilities. There is also a a fine 5’10” Gors and
Kallman grand piano suitable for chamber concerts or
private practice, and a free standing piano for general
use.
Internet access and WiFi are available.

The Darwin Room – 12m x 4m - with access to the
main kitchen and suitable for meetings of up to 30
people. There is a wall mounted screen and projector
available. This area is also used for exhibitions and as
an overspill area from the Canterbury Hall from which it
is separated by a sliding acoustic screen.
From Left to Right,
Top to Bottom:
St Augustine’s
Church
Canterbury Hall
Main Kitchen
The Richmond Room – 4m x 4m - is laid out in café
style, accommodates up to 15 people seated, and has
access to the main kitchen and WC facilities.

